EXERCISE 1  Anwendung *conditional clauses, type I* (*will*, Modalverben)

Zuerst mit der ganzen Klasse mündlich lösen. Die schriftliche Ausführung kann dann als Hausaufgabe erfolgen.

**Lösung**
are ... will find; will get ... climb ... take; are ... should visit; can take ... go; won't have ... like; visit ... can/might see; visit ... won't forget; choose ... will have

EXERCISE 2  Bildung von *conditional clauses, type I*

**Lösung**
freie Schüleräußerung

**Weiterarbeit:**
Fünf Bedingungssätze über die eigene Stadt oder Region aufschreiben.

SITUATION 2

**Struktur**  *conditional clauses, type II* (*would*, Modalverben)

**Materialien**  CD, KV 1

**Wortschatz**  Nomen zone

Verb put together
EXERCISE 4  Festigung *conditional clauses, type II*

Die Aufgabe zuerst mit einem Partner besprechen und mündlich lösen. Als Hausaufgabe schriftlich ausführen.

**Lösungsvorschlag**

1. If a stranger offered me a ride in his car, I would refuse. (I wouldn’t get in the car because it’s dangerous.)

2. If I found a friend’s phone in my bag, I would give it back. (I wouldn’t use it to make a few calls because it’s not fair.)

3. If I bought a new watch and it didn’t work, I would take it back to the shop. (I wouldn’t throw it away because it can be repaired.)

4. If a man with a gun was running along the street, I would call the police. (I wouldn’t stop him because it’s too dangerous.)

5. If I saw a ghost in the middle of the night, I would try to hide. (I wouldn’t speak to the ghost because I would be too scared.)

6. If I suddenly saw a bear in front of me in Yellowstone Park, I would lie down and keep still. (I wouldn’t run away because bears can run faster than people and I wouldn’t try to climb a tree because the bear would wait under the tree.)
EXERCISE 5  Überprüfung des Textverständnisses

In leistungsschwächeren Gruppen zuerst in PA mündlich vorbereiten.

Lösung
1. How big is Disney World?
2. What would little kids enjoy most there?
3. Are there any other attractions in Orlando?
4. What's Ocean Drive famous for?
5. Why shouldn't I feed the alligators?
6. Who are the ‘Micosukee’?
7. Why do people go to Mallory Square?
8. What does the name Florida mean?
9. Why is this place called Little Havana?
10. How many people did Hurricane Andrew kill in 1992?

EXERCISE 6  Wortschatzarbeit

Gut geignet als Hausaufgabe.

Lösung
1. The girls were playing softball.
   The company makes computer software.
2. Of all the states, California has the largest population.
   Orlando is a very popular tourist destination.
3. I want to photograph the view from our hotel room.
   I must photocopy these two pages.
4. I'd like to do water-skiing. It looks fantastic.
   The tallest waterfall in the US is in Yosemite National Park.
5. I've packed everything into one case.
   Everybody is coming to my party.
   I can't find the disk. I've looked everywhere for it.